Abstract-Secret-key agreement from reciprocal wireless channels has been considered a valuable supplement for security at the physical-layer. On the one hand, full-duplex (FD) communication is regarded as one of the key technologies in future 5G systems. On the other hand, the success of 5G depends, among other things, on the ability to allow for secure communication. However, most key agreement models are based on half-duplex (HD) setups. Therefore, in this work, we propose representations of key generation models in both HD and FD modes. We analyze the performance of FD vs. HD modes by utilizing the key-communication function of secret-key agreement. It turns out that, for the application of key agreement, the FD approach enables advantages over the conventional HD setups. In particular, we derive a condition that guarantees improved performance of FD over HD mode in the high SNR regime.
I. INTRODUCTION
The emerging deployment of devices with wireless connectivity in large numbers -commonly denoted as the Internet of Things (IoT) -has attracted significant attention in research community. The communication between the nodes can be partitioned into two types, i.e., full-duplex (FD) and halfduplex (HD). In FD, also known as two-way communication, nodes can simultaneously transmit and receive information on the same frequency band. From practical viewpoint, a number of works (see [1] , for instance), have proposed functional FD prototypes. Due to the close proximity of transmitter and receiver antennas, simultaneous transmission and reception of information emanates a key issue of self-interference (SI). Characterization and cancellation of SI is one of the main issues in the practical implementation of FD systems [2] .
In key agreement systems, a node Alice encrypts the message with the help of a secret key and broadcasts it over the network. The second legitimate node, Bob, knows the secret key and can easily decode the confidential message, while the eavesdropper Eve cannot. From information-theoretic viewpoint, Ahlswede et al. [3] study the problem of secret-key agreement in bi-directional systems. They coin the notion of a source-type model, where all users observe information from jointly random sources. Alice and Bob utilize these sources in order to distill an advantage over Eve. More specifically, these models require some amount of public communication by Alice and Bob, since it is shown to be beneficial in terms of an advantage. The maximum rate at which secret keys can be generated is called the secret-key capacity.
The source-type model by [3] has gained much attention in the research community and is extended to study a number of channels, namely, rate-limited public communication for Gaussian sources [4] , and Gaussian vector sources [5] .
In practice, the main challenge is how to distribute these keys securely. In general, the channel state between two legitimate users, i.e., Alice-to-Bob and Bob-to-Alice is known to be largely reciprocal, while the channel from both legitimate nodes to Eve is not necessarily the same [6] . Thus, Alice and Bob can utilize the advantage of common information to distill a secret key which can be used to secure information. The model that we study in this work consists of two phases, namely probing of the channel state and subsequently, Alice performs a single, one-way public communication to Bob under a transmission rate constraint. This is sometimes referred to as one-shot key reconciliation. It is interesting to note that, for this setup, the secret-key capacity is known [7] . The key ingredients in this work are the HD and FD representations of the aforementioned model. We believe that in practical implementation of such systems, it is important to understand the trade-off between HD and FD mode for secret-key agreement systems. We establish a condition under which the FD mode outperforms the HD mode in high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regimes. To the best of our knowledge, no work in existing literature has focused on the secret-key generation problem from reciprocal wireless channel viewpoint under rate-constraint public communication with FD capabilities.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, the system models of both HD and FD modes are introduced. Section III defines the secret-key rate, more specifically, the keycommunication function, necessary for evaluation of system performance. In section IV, the main contributions are derived and discussed. Finally, section V concludes this paper by summarizing its contribution.
We will use following notation throughout this work. All vectors are denoted by small bold-face letters x, and matrices by capital bold-face letters A. The operators exp and ln denote the exponent and logarithm with respect to base e, while exp 2 and log 2 are used for base 2.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The system model is depicted in Fig. 1 . We assume that the legitimate nodes Alice and Bob and the passive eavesdropper Eve have one antenna each. All channels comply with a realvalued flat-fading model. Furthermore, the channel h ab of direction Alice-to-Bob is not fully correlated to the reverse channel h ba .
We assume that the channel process behaves in a blockfading fashion, i.e. during one coherence block the channel coefficients remain constant and change to independent realizations in the next block. The key agreement protocol spans over n such blocks, as it is depicted in Fig. 2 . We must however assume that all interaction of Alice-to-Bob and vice versa is authenticated by some means. In what follows next, we elucidate the two phases, i.e., estimation phase and communication phase, associated with HD and FD modes.
A. Estimation phase
In each coherence block Alice and Bob exchange pilot signals in order to estimate the current realization of the channel. The pilots are also known by Eve. The estimation phase consists of βn blocks in total with 0 < β ≤ 1. In each block, for instance the kth block, Alice obtains one observation x k ∈ R, Bob has N y observations in y k ∈ R Ny×1 , and Eve gets N z observations in z k ∈ R Nz×1 . The values of N y , N z are determined based on the operating mode (either HD or FD) of the system. After βn coherence blocks, Alice, Bob and Eve have collected the i.i.d. source observations x βn , y βn and z βn , respectively. We are going to omit the superscripts in the following and regard (x, y, z) as a zero-mean, Gaussian multiple vector source. In what follows, we define the HD and FD modes.
1) HD mode
In this mode we have N y := 1 and N z := 2, i.e., y = y and z = (z 1 , z 2 )
T . The channel observations in each block are given by
where the channel coefficients h ij , with i ∈ {a, b} and j ∈ {a, b, e}, i = j, are jointly Gaussian distributed with zero mean and unit variance. The correlation coefficients are established by
The parameter 0 < δ ≤ 1 describes the penalty that consecutive measurements undergo in timevariant environments, for instance if the reply of Bob to
Alice's probing is already delayed further than the channel coherence time. The additive noise terms n ij ∼ N (0, 1) are all stochastically independent and snr, snr e are SNRs of the legitimate nodes, and Eve, respectively.
2) FD mode
Now we turn our attention to the FD mode and have N y := 1, N z := 1 and thus y = y and z = z. The channel observations per block are given as follows.
where n Ia , n Ib denote residual SI induced by simultaneous transmission and reception at Alice and Bob, respectively. After some steps of SI cancellation, some part of the strong transmitter noise might still be present [2] . The parameter α with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 denotes the relation of power levels comparing the residual self-interference and the desired received signal. The statistics of the channel coefficients h ij are the same as in the HD mode except that the penalty of consecutive measurements is no longer relevant, so we have E [h ba h ab ] = ρ ba .
B. Communication phase
This phase serves as the reconciliation step for the key agreement protocol. In this phase Alice uses (1 − β)n block lengths to send a public message to Bob by the communication rate R p . We briefly discuss the purpose of the public communication here, for details see for example [7] . Prior to the communication Alice quantizes the observed sequence from the estimation phase. Subsequently, Alice chooses the message as a function of the quantized sequence. The problem of "aligning" the correlated, but not equal observations of Alice and Bob is related to compression with side information at the receiver, i.e., Wyner-Ziv coding [8] . The amount of quantization allows to control the required communication rate. Alice encodes the message into a codeword of i.i.d. Gaussian inputs. We assume that Bob has only imperfect channel state information (CSI) available. A lower bound on the capacity with imperfect CSI at the receiver is known [9] .
1) HD mode
The channel input-output relationship is given by
where x c ∼ N (0, snr) independent of h ab , and n c ∼ N (0, 1) is independent noise. We defineĥ ab as the part of the channel state that Bob estimates by minimum-mean squared error (MMSE) estimation. As a consequence, we have
for the estimation error.
2) FD mode
As previously noted, in FD mode the communication terminals are harmed by self-interference, and thus Bob receives
where x c ∼ N (0, snr), n Ic ∼ N (0, 1) is the residual noise after interference cancellation and n c ∼ N (0, 1) is independent noise. Furthermore, Bob obtains imperfect channel knowledgeĥ ab by performing MMSE estimation of the channel state. For the estimation error, we have
C. Key generation
Following the estimation and communication phase, Alice computes a secret key from her observations x βn , Bob obtains a key from the public message and the observations y βn , while Eve tries to reconstruct the key from observations z βn and the public message. The performance is measured by the probability of error and both strong uniformity and secrecy [10] , where R sk denotes the secret-key rate satisfying the aforementioned conditions. Definition 1. The secret-key rate with respect to a certain public communication rate, is denoted by the key-communication function R sk (R p ).
III.COMPUTATION OF RATES
In this section, we derive the rates that serve as metric for performance evaluation.
A. Communication rates
We now provide the description to compute the communication rate expression for both HD and FD modes.
1) HD mode
Following the definition of (3), the communication rate per block between Alice-to-Bob channel is given by
where the additional factor of one-half in front represents a resource share in HD mode. We assume that, in addition to the public communication required for key reconciliation, that Bob has to provide another additional transmission to some distant node. Therefore, Bob always splits half of time or frequency resources between the reception of key reconciliation and the message to another distant node. Consequently, only half the rate is supported by the Alice-to-Bob link.
In what follows, we provide an upper bound on the communication rate of (7). We can write
where (a) holds since conditioning lowers entropy. Subsequently, by inserting (8) into (7), we get
where (a) follows by Jensen's inequality since f (x) = log 2 1 + cx 2 is a concave function.
2) FD mode
In contrast to HD mode, with FD capabilities Bob does not need to split frequency or time resources for transmission to some distant node and reception from Alice, so the link Aliceto-Bob is able to support twice the rate compared to the HD case [11] . Subsequently, the supported communication rate per block between Alice-to-Bob channel is given by
We derive a lower bound on (10). The idea is following the line of [9] and details are omitted for brevity. We have
where σ 
using (6) in (a). As a consequence, we have
We can furthermore bound (13) by utilizing the idea of [12] and get
where (a) utilizes the fact that f (x) = log 2 (1 + ce x ) is a convex function. Moreover, using a shorter notation σ 
where (a) holds due to the substitution x = σĥy, (b) is true because the integral can be solved in closed form [13] including the Digamma function Ψ(x), and in (c) we have the Euler-Mascheroni constant γ = 0.57721 . . .. Continuing from (14) while using (15), we have
where (a) is due to (12) and
B. Secret-key rates
We now provide the secret-key rate for Gaussian sources with rate-limited public communication.
Proposition 1. Let Alice, Bob and Eve observe a zero-mean Gaussian multiple vector source (x,ỹ,z) in the form
where b ∈ R Ny , e ∈ R Nz , x ∼ N 0, σ 2 x , w y ∼ N 0, I Ny and w z ∼ N (0, I Nz ). Furthermore, let β be the fraction of total number of observations available at each node. Then, the rate region (R sk , R p ) is the union of all achievable rate pairs satisfying
for some σ Proof: The proof of (18) follows along similar lines as in [5, Section V] and is omitted for brevity.
We are going to apply the result of (18) to our the system model of section II, i.e., for (1) and (2) . Therefore, we need the following proposition.
Proposition 2. For specific non-singular matrices A y ∈ R Ny×Ny , A z ∈ R Nz×Nz , the achievable rate region (R p , R sk ) defined for (17a) and (17b), also holds for (1) and (2), respectively.
Proof: The computation of the achievable rate region in (18) for model (17) depends on joint probability distributions only through marginals (x, y) and (x, z) [4, Appendix C]. Letȳ andz be the Gaussian random variables with the same second-order moments as y and z, respectively, and the same joint statistics with x. In what follows, we elaborate the connection ofz and z only. Similar arguments can be used to straightforwardly show the relationship betweenȳ and y and is omitted. Letz
where A z ∈ R Nz×Nz non-singular. Since A z is invertible, the transformation A zz provides a sufficient statistic. Therefore, any mutual information regardingz yields the same result as forz. Subsequently, we need the same joint and second-order marginal statistics of z andz:
As a consequence, by using (21), we have
We find the squared norms of the parameter vectors b and e. We show the derivation of e 2 here only, since it follows analogously for b 2 . Starting with (20), the squared norm of the parameter vector can be evaluated:
where (a) follows from (22) and (b) is due to the Woodbury matrix identity. One can follow the same steps in order to obtain the analogous expression of
C. Key-communication function
The following proposition provides the concrete relation of the secret-key rate as a function of public communication rate.
Proposition 3. The key-communication function is given by
Proof: First, we pick the minimum possible R p by taking equality in (18a). We apply Sylvester's determinant formula [14] to
Subsequently, from (18a), we get
Finally, by plugging (26) into (18b) and using Sylvester's formula, we get (25).
Immediately from utilizing the preceding result, we can deduce the following property. Proof: Let R sk (R p ) > 0. This implies that, the numerator in (25) inside the log function must be larger than the denominator. This holds if
The exponential term is always smaller or equal to one due to the non-negative communication rate, therefore the inequality can only be fulfilled if b 2 > e 2 and R p > 0 hold. Conversely, assuming the conditions are satisfied, then one can strictly lower bound (25) by removing the exponential term, which in turn yields R sk (R p ) > 0.
We are going to derive representations of the keycommunication function for both HD and FD modes.
1) HD mode
The key-communication function of (25) 
2) FD mode
In this case, the key-communication function is described by R 
IV. RESULTS
In this section, we present results by comparing performance of HD and FD approaches. We analyze the following metric:
Definition 2. The FD over HD improvement ratio η and its lower bound η is given for R Figure 3 depicts an example of secret-key rates and improvement ratio.
Furthermore, we examine the case for arbitrarily high SNR at both the legitimate nodes and the eavesdropper. Subsequently, the independent noise in (1) and (2) is neglected. Furthermore, for convenience, we assume that the eavesdropper experiences symmetric statistics of the observations, i.e., ρ 2 ae = ρ 2 be . In order to satisfy positive definiteness of Σ z , Σ z|x , Σ y and Σ y|x , we have to restrict 2ρ ae − 1 < ρ e < 1, ρ 2 ba = 1 and δ 2 ρ 2 ba = 1. By omitting some details, we have
We consider the upper bound on key-communication function R HD sk in HD mode and the lower bound R FD sk in FD mode. Remark 2. The communication rate in HD case is arbitrarily high, since a noiseless channel supports unlimited capacity. Subsequently, the exponential term of (25) vanishes. However, in FD mode, the channel is still noisy due to the SI, which scales with SNR. For convenience, we define a short form of the exponential term of (25) .
Next, we provide a proposition which shows under what conditions FD performs better than HD. Proposition 4. A sufficient condition for η > 0 in the high SNR regime is given if the following relations are satisfied:
Proof: In order to obtain a positive secret-key rate, we furthermore need to fulfill Property 1, therefore we have condition (29).
For the inequality (30), we note that the relation e HD x 2 ≥ e FD x 2 is always satisfied for any α ≥ 0, thus the denominator of (25) in HD mode is always larger or equal to that in FD mode. Next, we assure that the numerator of (25) is always larger in FD mode. Subsequently, we assume the condition
The right-hand side of inequality (31) can be upper bounded as follows: 
where in (a) the denominator has been decreased by multiplying (1 + α 2 ) to the subtrahend. Finally, we obtain (b) by removing (1+α 2 ) from the subtrahend and thus increasing the numerator. By assuming ρ 2 ba > 0, which is actually covered by (29), condition (30) directly follows.
The above proposition shows an interesting property. The condition (30) does not depend on Eve's statistics. Therefore, Alice and Bob might decide on the preferred mode based on their own knowledge only, i.e., the relative strength of selfinterference α, channel reciprocity ρ ba δ or the trade-off β between estimation and communication phase. In addition, it turns out that the conditions (29) and (30) are quite mild, hence we expect that in many practical situations there is an improvement of FD over HD mode. Especially, this holds for the following: Corollary 1. In case of perfect self-interference cancellation, R FD sk > R HD sk always holds for any δ 2 < 1.
Proof: Without self-interference, we have α = 0, and therefore public communication rate is unlimited even in the FD case. Consequently, it is sufficient having b 
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we compare secret-key generation from reciprocal wireless channels for nodes with half-duplex (HD) or full-duplex (FD) capabilities. We have partitioned system models into both cases that capture the channel probing part as well as the public communication overhead required for key reconciliation. In addition, the key-communication function and a metric for comparison of HD and FD modes are formulated. We have analyzed the performance of FD mode over HD in the high SNR regime in particular. The results show an improvement in secret-key rate in FD over HD mode. Therefore, for a system designer, a key agreement protocol running in FD mode is a considerable option in order to improve the performance.
